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West African monsoon intra seasonal variability: aWest African monsoon intra seasonal variability: a precipitableprecipitable water perspective water perspective 

II/ Composites Analysis of the main synoptic mode:

1. Introduction 

� Large IntraSeasonal Variability (ISV) in this region which can have dramatic impacts on agricultural yields, health, water resources : A growing demand of different users of 
information…

� Difficulties of numerical models to handle a fair forecast of rainfall during the monsoon because of observing system gaps, models resolution, convective process 
parameterizations…

� Focus on the Precipitable Water (PW): One of the limiting factors for rainfall in the Sahel, important link with precipitation, more persistent and less intermittent than rainfall 
(Holloway and Neelin 2010), better captured by GCM.

� Objectives : (i) Assess the regional features of PW variability, (ii) Give a focus on the synoptic scale to understand the monsoon surges structures and 
physics.

III/ Physics and dynamics of the synoptic mode
A- Humidity composite budget :

B- A linear and adiabatic model results

Equations of specific humidity q:
(1): General equation of the specific humidity,
Diabq (source of q due to diabatism)εq(errors due to 
model, data …)

(2): Seasonal cycle of each term is subtracted 
from the 6-hourly ERAI data, then composite 
operator is applied � composite of the 
anomalous budget 

(3): The integral of (2) in the three directions
x, y and z. E* is evaporation, P* is rainfall and 
CLSR* is the integral of unknown terms 
(diabatism-model errors-data-scale interaction 
…)

ERAI-1989-2007 PW Mean and Variance 2006 PW STD from models and GPS

Kg m-2 Kg m-2

�Strong North-South gradient, three cores of variance         � Consistency between three datasets, ERAI fits better observations
�Eastern regions show a significant interannual variability.

B- Intra Seasonal variability

A- Climatological patterns

Variance distribution: Contours(variance), Shading(topography)
Variance < 90 days

10days < Variance < 90 days

Variance < 10 days

�Regional sensitivity: synoptic scales dominant in the western
Sahel while slower variability prevalent in the eastern side.

� Frequent, strong and propagative surges (Couvreux et al 2010)
with a synoptic scale.
� Large footprint overall between August and September

A- Horizontal Structure

Composite of PW and 925 hPa Wind at t0 PW and 925 hPa V: average  12-20°N

�Temporal shift between V and PW.

�Periodic mode of 5-6 days

�Westward propagative with 9 m s-1

B- Vertical Structure

C- Observational data composites

�Barotropic structure of humidity 
during « wet » and « dry » phases

�Southwest-Northeast tilt of 
meridional wind: baroclinic growth

�Temperature is consistent with 
humidity and wind Structure in low 
levels

�Warming in mid-high levels with 
ascendance is 
consistent with convective activity.

a) PW composite  observed 
by GPS

b) As b) but given by ERAI 

Convective Activity: GPCP rainfall 
(contour, mm day-1) and OLR 
(shade, W m-2) anomalies 
composite.

�Strong link between PW events 
and rainfall over the Sahel band 
around 15°N

�Rainfall maximum leads PW 
one by a few hours to a day: Not 
captured by ERAI precipitation.

(1)

(2)

(3)

� Vertical advection (Az*) is precursor

� Horizontal advections are predominant 
one day before the maximum

� Rainfall starts when humidity tendency is 
maximum and contributes to decrease PW

� The residual term is low except during a
few hours after t0: to low rainfall or 
evaporation?

2W-2E, 12-20N

� To highlight the important mechanisms at the 0-order in the propagation and the growth of the PW synoptic mode 
� After simplifications and assuming that the mode propagates as a plane wave constant with y-direction:

(1)

(2)

(1): Evolution of q* after simplification with linear and 
adiabatic assumption. 
(2): plane wave complex form with q* as the reference
Φv andΦw are v* and w* phase shifts relative to q*.

: Phase velocity

: Growth rate

Ay,z : Advections of the mean q by v* and w*.

hPa

degrees m s-1 day-1

� Phase shift consistent with section 2 study.
� Model gives a satisfying propagative speed close to the observed 9 m s-1

�Difficulty to handle a realistic growth rate (overall in low level) with an adiabatic model: Important contribution of 
diabatic and non-linear terms.

� A strong meridional gradient of PW maximum over the Sahel: Strong variability at all scales

� Rapid (up to 10 days) fluctuations in the western Sahel and slower in the eastern part.

� Focusing around the 0°E, a strong, frequent and westward propagative mode leads the PW synoptic 
variability.

� Large footprint (along the Sahel band), strong link with rainfall inferring a potentiality to improve of 
monsoon follow-up

�Budgets show a predominant contribution of advections at these scales.

� The linear adiabatic model points out the necessity to include diabatic processes to explain 
completely the mode.       
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C, L, B and H indicate a few events
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